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INTRODUCTION

The well known laws of reflection permit (in case of a

plane interface) to write the reflected field in terms of

the incident field, the wavelength of the incident field,

the angle of incidence and the electrical properties of the

reflecting interface. This could also be interpreted in a

different way, in that, the electrical properties of the

medium can be determined by measuring the reflected wave.

However, most radar targets are not plane but rough.

In the case of rough surfaces the reflected energy is

scattered in various directions. The scattering of electro-

magnetic waves after reflection from a randomly rough sur-

face makes it difficult to predict exactly the reflected

field in a particular direction. This makes it difficult

to know the electrical properties of the medium of reflec-

tion from the scattered field because the latter is not

precisely known. The problem of electromagnetic wave scat-

tering has thus assumed importance.

The physicists and engineers are confronted with the

problem of electromagnetic wave scattering at many places,

some of which are mentioned below.

In the long range atmospheric propagation of short

waves beyond the limits of radio horizon, the rough layers

of troposphere scatter the radio waves. In the short wave

propagation by bouncing the waves from ionosphere the irregu-

larities in the ionospheric layers scatter the short waves.



In random media (in which index of refraction varies

from point to point) the energy of electromagnetic waves is

scattered

The reflected signals, received from the Moon, show

considerable deformation of the shape of incident pulse.

This deformation is associated with the scattering prop-

erties of the surface of the Moon.

In the case of radio communication between two sta-

tions on earth, the rough surface of earth causes the wave

propagated by the reflection from the earth to scatter.

This makes it difficult to compute the received field

strength theoretically.

In radar, the changes in the structure of the target,

a terrain or sea surface make the received reflections

fluctuate rapidly. Thus in order to predict the target

nature, the scattering properties of the target must be

known

.

In case the reflector is not a perfectly conducting

surface the complications are increased. So far there is

no reliable scattering theory which takes account of both a

partially conducting and a rough interface simultaneously.

One of the important properties associated with the

scatter of electromagnetic waves is that the polarization

plane rotates after reflection, depending on the slope of

the scattering element. The scattered field thus is speci-

fied by the polarization apart from the amplitude and

phase. There are however serious complications involved

in the calculation of the polarization of the scattered waves,



Depolarization of electromagnetic waves has in many

instances proved useful . At low frequencies, for short

wave transmission, it is often convenient to use polariza-

tion as a method for discriminating against noise. It has

been seen that very considerable gains in signal to noise

ratio in daytime are achieved by using antennas insensitive

to vertical polarization on the frequencies where most of

the interference is propagated via the ionosphere. In tele-

vision channels polarization discrimination is useful. Sim-

ilarly in circularly polarized radar or microwave relays

and other devices polarization has been used effectively to

achieve the necessary purpose. In analyzing sea echoes

polarization dependent radar return has proved useful in

understanding the mechanism of scattering from sea surface

resulting in a "sea clutter". Recently polarization de-

pendence of scattering cross section of sea has been re-

ported. (Long, 38)

More recently the problem of depolarization has aroused

a tremendous interest among the engineers working on the

problem of scattering of electromagnetic waves from rough

surfaces. This is in part due to the use of radar for the

purpose of exploration of celestial bodies. One of the

frequently used targets is the Moon. The problem might also

yield useful results for military purposes. However, in

specifying the polarization of scattered waves the solution

of the scattered waves should be sufficiently exact. For

this reason polarization of the scattered wave has been so

far calculated in case of particular models of rough sur-

faces for example Twersky model (Twersky; 44) and surfaces



which are gently undulating and can be approximated by a sin-

gle plane (Beckmann; 5) . The general solution for a two di-

mensionally rough surface is thus by far unknown. The progress

seems less considerable in part because of the mathematical

complexity and in part because of the complexity in the experi-

mental setups needed for the study of such a phenomena.

In general, for calculating the depolarization the same

assumptions are made as for calculating the scattered field

(e,g) :

(a) The radius of curvature of the scattering elements

is taken much larger than the wavelengths of the

incident radiation.

(b) Shadowing effects are neglected.

(c) Multiple scattering is not taken into account.

(d) The dimensions of the scattering elements of the

rough surface are taken large compared to a wave-

length.

(e) Only far fields are included in calculations.

The concept of the change of polarization in plane

layers is well known, however, in reality plane layers are

not more often encountered. This makes the problem of depo-

larization important in the geophysical exploration of the

electrical properties of rough layers.

In theoretical part of this thesis an attempt has been

made to include, both the roughness parameters and electrical

properties of the layer of reflection, in the returned polar-

ization. It will be shown that the polarization factor of



the reflected signal depends both on the roughness parameters

and the dielectric properties of the rough layer. The con-

cept of most probable polarization has been brought into pic-

ture because the received polarization factor obeys a certain

distribution depending on the distribution of the slopes of

the surface. The average cross polarization factor <D> is

obtained as a complicated function. Except for particular

cases the theoretical expressions are unwieldy, and it is dif-

ficult to recognize the parts played by:

(a) The properties of the layer

(b) The statistical properties of the surface of the

layer

In order to investigate a correlation between the elec-

trical and roughness properties of a statistically rough

surface (of a dielectric or partially conducting layer) and

the cross polarization distribution caused by the surface,

an experiment was performed. Major stress has been placed

on this experimental approach and this forms the second part

of this thesis. The target model chosen consisted of a per-

fectly conducting plane covered by a dielectric layer of

random thickness. The following experimental results were

obtained.

(a) Graphs of <D> versus e 2 for a number of targets

having different dielectric constants e but other-

wise identical statistics.

(b) Graphs of <D> versus e, with layer statistics as a

parameter.

(c) Dependence of <D> on angle of incidence and range.



The experimental results show that cross polarization measure-

ments can be used to draw information about the dielectric

properties of the target for a known target roughness statis-

tics. The results of the experimental investigation make it

possible to believe e 2 a plausible value for the lunar

surface (Hagfors; 25).



HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.

In a famous series of experiments Heinrich Hertz in 1886

established the fact that radio waves were reflected from

solid objects. Hulsmeyer in 1904 obtained a patent on a pro-

posed way of using this property in an obstacle detector. It

was in 1922 that Marconi proposed the use of short waves for

radio detection. In the latter part of 1930' s successful

radar systems were developed. Ever since radar has been

gaining dimensions in its applications. It has considerably

helped in understanding the basic phenomena of electromagnetic

wave propagation and reflection. Radar is an indispensable

tool in research in these fields nowadays.
->

The locus of E describes the polarization of the electro-

magnetic waves. Stratton (1941) gave a mathematical formulation

through polarization ellipse of the three types of polariza-

tion e.g. linear, circular and elliptic. The reflection pro-

perties of the two components (horizontal and vertical) of a

linearly polarized wave was found to differ considerably

(Pfannenberg 1926) , experimentally. The theoretical expres-

sions for these coefficients (R
+

, R) were derived by Stratton

(1941) by satisfying boundary conditions at the surface of

reflection. This, among other things, clearly pointed out the

importance of 'polarization' in plane wave reflection from a

plane medium.

However, when the surface of reflection is irregular

with small or large undulations, the reflected wave is not in

general precisely known. The reflected wave is scattered in

various directions depending on the type of roughness.
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The solution to the problem of scattering has been attempted

by engineers and physicists for the last sixty years but an exact

solution is still not found. Realizing dim prospects of an exact

solution, experimental investigations were stepped up during

early 194 0*s and are still on the same pace. Modern scattering

theories apply Kirchhoff's approximation which is required to

evaluate Helmholtz integral. In general, returned power is cal-

culated in terms of roughness parameters of the surface (Beckmann

1961). This has improved the formulation of scattering theory

to some extent.

Associated with the problem of scattering was the question

as to what happens to the polarization of the incident wave when

reflected from a rough surface. It was shown that scattering

from rough objects (say a cylinder) changes the polarization of

the incident wave (Kerr 1947) . In order to measure the polari-

zation of a reflected wave, Stratton (1941) introduced a factor

called "polarization factor". This factor could measure the

polarization of the reflected wave when a linearly polarized

wave was illuminating a plane medium boundary

.

In case of rough surfaces, the knowledge of return power

(average) does not seem sufficient for formulating a general

theory of depolarization. Beckmann (1961) has however derived

an expression for a gently rough surface which seems to be a

reasonable start. Meanwhile, sufficient experimental data are

also not available. In 196 0, Copeland showed a method of clas-

sification and identification of radar targets by the measure-

ment of polarization properties.



More recently, depolarization from rough medium has

aroused the interest of engineers and physicists. Depolari-

zation thus might give some relationship to the roughness

and dielectric properties of a medium. Hagfor's (1965) has

applied depolarization measurements in predicting the lunar

surface.
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SCATTERING FROM ROUGH SURFACES,
GENERAL KIRCHHOFF SOLUTION

I. Surface Rough in One Dimension.

The rough surface is described by the function

C C(x,y) .

The mean level of the surface is given by

Z = o.

X , YQ and Z denote unit vectors along x, y, z directions

(Fig. 1) respectively.

The incident wave is assumed plane and of unit amplitude;

given by

El = exp. (i Ki • r - i uit) (1)

where

|Kl| =
2f

and

r = xX + y • Y + z • ZQ .

for points on the surface;

r = x XQ + y YQ + e (x,y) • ZQ . (2)

The scattering angle is the angle included by ZQ and K2 and
-* -*

the angle of incidence is the angle between K;l and ZQ , (Fig. 1)

where

<K2 \
- IkiI = 1±

The polarization of E x is vertical if E1 lies in the plane

of incidence K1# ZQ and horizontal if E± is perpendicular to»-»
+the plane K1# Z . The same convention is applied to E2 with

respect to the scattering plane K2 , Z 2 . The quantities
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FIG.l THE SCATTERING GEOMETRY: I JHE PLANE

OF INCIDENCE & S THE SCATTERING PLANE

FIG. 2 DERIVATION OF EQUATION (4)

FIG.3 THE LOCAL SCATTERING GEOMETRY, fl, THE LOCAL ANGLE

OF INCIDENCE WITH RESPECT TO NORMAL. 9, ANGLE OF

INCIDENCE DEFINED WITH RESPECT TO Zo

.
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associated with the vertical polarization are denoted by sub-

script '+ and those associated with horizontal polarization

by

For the calculation of field E2 at the point of observa-

tion P (Fig. 2), Helmholtz integral is applied. The field E2

is given by

E2 (P) =
Jj \[ (E |1- T |I)ds (3)
4ir JJ an 3n

where * = - ,

R

and R' is the distance from the point of observation P to any

point { x,y,c (x,y)) on the surface.

Consider the point P in the far field region (Fig. 2) then

K2R' = K2R - K2 ' r (4)

where Rq is the distance of P from origin 0.

The radius of curvature of the irregularities on the sur-

face is assumed large compared with the wavelength of the

incident wave. With this assumption and application of Kirch-

hoff approximations the field and its normal derivative on

the surface S are given by

Es = (1+RJE! (5)

and

(||) = *<ES ) . n (5a)

In the following derivation for (^-) the factor e~ ia)t is
v 9n/ c

3E>

suppressed. Thus the incident wave is

E1 = eiKl* r

m
i :k1x

- x+k1z - z)
e

Since, Ki is perpendicular to YQ .
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9 A t 3 j. * 9 \e
L ^Klx-X+Klz-Z)

Hence 7E1 = (xQ
L_ + YQ ^ + $Q J-)

= i (Klx-Xo + Ki z 'Z ). El

= K^n)^,

where n is unit vector normal to the surface.

The reflected wave is

ER = +Rei(^2^)

= +Re
i(K2x* X+K2 Z

- z
)

VER = +iR(^2 .^)e
i{^-r)

.

Field on the surface is E± + ER , since |K2l"|K1 |#

9E = (El + ER)' n " id-RJKi-n.E! : (5b)
9n s

For one-dimensionally rough surfaces

5 (x,y) = ;(x) ,

y = ei(K2R -^2-r)

^o

aw f . e i (K2Ro"K 2* r^ »•

il = 7*.n = -i« ° -Ko-n
3n R ^

= -i(£2 .n).
w

.

Use of the above equations in (3) gives

E2 - T
JJ

~i * [d+R)K2 + (1-R) Ki]*n dS'Ei

= - ff El rR ^l-K2)-(Ki+K2)l -n-f-ds . (5c)
4 it JJ

L -1

If the vectors

$ = Si - £2

P = KX + K2

are introduced in (5c) then

.• oiKR f *-»-»• iw ?
E2 = i_e ° (RV-P)-n e,

1? rds
4irR« Jo «><

s
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Where K =
| Kj

| ,

-*• - *
V = K(Sin9

1
-Sine

2
)X

o
- K(Cose

1
+Cose

2
)

Z

Q ,

P = K (Sin6 1+Sine 2 )X + (COS62-COS8-L) ZQ ,

-** -*

n = -X SinB+Z CosS ,

+ * "*

r = x X +;(x)Z , and tane=C'(x)

If the surface extends from L to -L then

ik ikRoi^, „ i(vx -x+vzO /c .

E
2

=
4^Ro

U? _b,e
« dx « (6)

-L

Where a = (l-RjSinej^+d+R) Sin6
2

b = (l+R)Cose 2 -(l-R)Cose 1

Define the scattering coefficient as

E20

where E
2q

is the field reflected in the specular direction

(82= 8i) by a smooth, perfectly conducting plane of the same

dimensions under the same angle of incidence at the same dis-

tance, when the incident wave is horizontally polarized.

For specular reflection

Hence from (6)

V"x
=0 and for a smooth surface £=c '=0

ikRo
E20 ike L Cosej

. (7)
ttR

from (6) and (7) ,

1 f .
ivx «x+iv~?

P = 4LCOS6! (ac "b) * e -dx. (8)

-L



Evaluation of this integral gives,

P " 4L Cose-

' iv« r
a x, ' e dx - f iv«r

' b*e *dx

-L

ivr a
L iC*vz iv x .x

Now, a c' e .dx = :j-n: | £ * ve . j.) . (e) • dxiv7

15

(9)

-L -L

a
iv.

ivx*x+i?«vz
-IVx

L
r ,-> +

ivt,r
e • dx

-L -l

From (9) and (10)

= -avx

J"

e^di-^ [•**'*]

-L

(10)

P = 4LCOS62
- (b+

avv f—

)

vz J

ivr
e .dx

1a Qivr
vT e

-L

In case of perfectly conducting surface

R
+

= 1 , R" -1

Hence for vertically and horizontally polarized waves

-L

where

e~(L) - isece l sine* eivr(x)
iHc^seJTcoseTT -L

»+=e'
r=e2 e 61
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Equation (11) gives the general solution for a perfectly

conducting, one dimensionally rough surface, with

vr = 2ir
(sin6i-sin62)x-(cos6;L+cose2) ? (x)

II. Surface Rough in Two Dimensions.

If the procedure followed in the case of one dimensionally

rough surface is followed in the case of a two dimensionally

rough surface, then

P =
4xycose^

1 J
-x -y

iv «r
(aCx +cc'-b) .e -dx-dy (12)

where
r- -* -* -* -i

v = K (sinei-sin02sine2)x -sin62Sine2 , y -(cose,-cos62 z

a = (1-R) sine 1+(l+R)sin82COse3',
•

b = (l+R)cos62-(l-R)cose 1 ,

c = (1+R)sin62«sine3.

In this derivation R is not in general equal to the Fresnel

coefficient.

Integration of R.H.S. of (12) by parts gives

r ? y
1 /Kj.

aVx+cvyx ( f
iv ' r

p " 4xycose 1
" (b+

v z

l
> J J

e -dx.dy-
I— -x -y

x
r iv.

r

v z J

vz J

-y

. -* -*

IVT

-y -I

.dy (13)

Substitution of the values of a,b,c and R-=l, R~=-l in (13)

gives,
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x y

+/ , l+cos9icose2-sin6isine2cose3 iff lv ' r
pt(6 1> 9 2/ e

3 ) =± c0sei (c0S6 1+C0S9 2 )

^ X}
J

6 dxd*+

-x -y

+e±(x,y) (14)
A

where A = 4xy

2Where A>>X ; the second term can be neglected compared to

first, hence

P
t Fo f iv-r

e dxdy , (15)
A

A
1+cose-i cos 0o -sine i sin6->cos6o

where F3(ei,6 2 ,e 3 )
=

cosei (cosei+cos92)
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DEPOLARIZATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
SCATTERED FROM A ROUGH SURFACE

I. Definitions

•

The incident wave shall be denoted by E^ where the accent

() denotes a complex scalar. Similarly the laterally scat-

tered wave reflected from the point (Fig. 4) is denoted by
-> •>

&
2

« If E^ is polarized in any arbitrary direction, then resolu-
-

tion of E-^ along horizontal and vertical directions gives

*1 . *1 • •! + Er e
x (1)

Where e^ and e^ are the unit vectors along vertical and

horizontal directions respectively. The polarization of the

incident wave is defined by the ratio

E+

p = it (2)
E

From equation (2) it follows that if

Imaginary p = Ei is linearly polarized,

Imaginary p > o implies right handed rotational polarization,

Imaginary p < o implies left handed rotational polarization,

p = o implies horizontal polarization,

p " implies vertical polarization,

p = i, E-l is right handed circularly polarized,

p » -i &i is left handed circularly polarized.

Hence,
Pl (complex) uniquely defines the polarization of the

incident wave.

From p other quantities relating to polarization, such as the

parameters of polarization ellipse, can be obtained.
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FIG. 4 THE PLANE OF INCIDENCE (I), THE SCATTERING

PLANE (S) HORIZONTAL (-) AND VERTICAL (+)

POLARIZATION.

POLARIZATION PLANE

PLANE OF
INCIDENCE

AVE FRONT

>- t

REFLECTING PLANE

FIG. 5 ORIENTATION OF DIRECTION OF PROPGATION 6
POLARIZATION PLANE WITH RESPECT TO THE
REFLECTING PLANE.

FIG. 6 DECOMPOSITION OF E, 8, E 2> OF CORRESPONDS

TO OF IN FIG. 5.
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The 'depolarization factor' is defined by the ratio

q - P 2/Pl (3)

where P 2 denotes the polarization of the scattered wave.

Substitution of the values of P2 and P;l in (3) gives

,-*.£.* (4)
E
l Ei TT

where "R
+ and ~R~ reduce to R+ and R~ only when the scatterer is a

properly oriented smooth plane.

The media of propagation are assumed linear, consequently,

R+ is independent of Ej and R~ is independent of Ej.

When the incident wave is depolarized after reflection from a

rough surface, a horizontally polarized wave (E,) gives rise

to two components E211 , a component parallel to the incident

wave, and E 2c , a component perpendicular to the incident

polarization (Fig. 6). Similarly for vertically polarized com-

ponent of the incident wave, the reflected wave consists of two

orthogonal components, perpendicular and parallel respectively

to the incident wave.

Thus for the reflected wave

Ej = E+, , + E2
C

(5)

E 2 = E2M + E2c

from (4) and (5), -R+ =-RJ r

+"*£

Pi
(6)

-R- =-R,
(
+ p x .-R-

+
where

~*fi"
2 '

*

• (7)

E
l
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from (4) and (6)

= X c
(8)

Pl*IL + Pl 2:R
c

In the case longitudinal scattering (scattering in the

plane of incidence)

,

and ,.3L . !|li.£i . (9)
R
ll

E2U '

In case the wave is laterally scattered from (8) it follows

that

Pl^tl^JP -
. (10)

"Rli+P^c

Another important quantity associated with depolarization
E1

is the cross-polarization defined as D = 2 ^^
E"

where E
2

and E2 are the scalar values of the components

parallel and perpendicular respectively to the incident field

E-l . Cross-polarization is useful in case of linear polariza-

tion only. D is related to q by the relation

D = ( col^+qtanx! ) (12)

In case cross polarization is random a statistical dis-

tribution of D is required and this is what is determined in

the experimental approach to the problem of depolarization in

this thesis.
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II. Case of Smooth Plane

In the case of a smooth plane the scattering is only longi-

tudinal, hence

q = 2l m (1+R+) CQS02- (1-R+) cose!
(13)

(1+R-) cos9 2+ (R~-l) cos^i

for perfectly conducting case

R+ = 1 , R~ = -1, thus from (13)

COS0O
q = - £

cose^

for specular direction this yields

q = -1

Since q^l, it follows that the smooth plane will in

general depolarize the incident wave except the horizontal

and vertical polarization.

III. Depolarization by a Rough Surface in the Plane of

Incidence.

From the results already derived it follows that for

depolarization in the plane of incidence

P
+

q = _ .

When 9 3 = o in the general solution for two dimensional case

L
r, f iv°r
F 2

J
e dx + e+ (L)

<3 - - —=£ __ . (14)
L

F2 I

e
1V

dx - e(L)

-L

In case the 'edge effect' is small q = -1 which expresses the

fact that R+=-R~
. This is true for irregularities large

compared to a wavelength.
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However, when the shape of the rough surface is such that

the radii of curvature are large compared to a wavelength, only

those solutions are considered which yield

g -!i

in the plane of incidence, are considered. For example, in

the case of Twersky model (Twersky, 44)

l+cos2ei
l«l " 2T5^267 < 15)

In the case of a random surface both p and p~ are random but

in the plane of incidence these are correlated by the relation

p+ ^-p -
, thus

q = -1 •

For finite conductivity these quantities are not related by

a deterministic relationship and 'q' turns out to be a ratio

of two random variables. The distribution of q can be found

(Marsaglia, 39) from the distribution of p
+ and p

~; and an

expected depolarization can be calculated.

In case the dimensions of irregularities are large compared

to a wavelength, it is possible to approximate the rough sur-

face by randomly oriented planes.

In such cases the depolarization caused by a number of sheets

of equal electrical properties and orientation but different

areas and positions is

. + +
i*o

E
± (* j-4>5)

p - E2_ . EjAjE20
u

E~2 ZjA.E'o

E+20

E20 ?*SLe&:-«r>

—

(16)

J
D °
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Where E
2Q -|

E

2Q | exp(i$Q ) is the field reflected by any one

arbitrarily selected sheet of area A' and a. - Ai/ *

o ""** **j A- •

Since phase shift <}>j-<fr depends only on the position of the

sheet Sj with respect to SQ ,

D ° DO
After cancelling sums in (16)

,

D . in .

<i ar9- P20 }

p2 ~ l°20l e Z0
= p2Q (17)

Equation (17) indicates that the field scattered by a rough

surface into the direction (8 2 ,e 3 ) is depolarized in the same

way as the field reflected by a plane of same electrical

properties inclined in such a way that it will reflect the

incident field into the direction (e 2 ,e 3 ).

IV. Depolarization of Laterally Scattered Waves.

The local plane of incidence is defined by the plane i^
* -*

and n where n is the normal to the scattering element (Fig. 4).

According to Snell's law of reflection K±f K2 and n lie in

the same plane. In case ri does not lie in the plane of inci-

dence it is laterally scattered and consequently depolarized.

It can be shown in the case of a perfectly conducting

plane that an element of surface with slope unity will change

the polarization of the oncoming vertically polarized wave

(near grazing incidence) to horizontally polarized wave.

Similarly, a horizontally polarized wave will be depolarized

and will be reflected as vertically polarized wave from such

a plane.
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The scattering geometry is defined (Fig. 5) by two angles

the local grazing angle and 6, the polarization angle.

Assume the reflecting plane is tilted by an angle 6 (Fig. 6)

with respect to horizontal. If the reflecting plane is

assumed perfectly conducting and a horizontally polarized wave

is incident on this plane, such that,

then

E
l = E

l

Eln " E
2n '

Elt
-"E2t '

Resolution of E
2

into two components, E21 -i , E
2 C

*» parallel and
-+_

perpendicular respectively to E-,1 gives

E211 = - E
1
cos2g, E2c

" E -jSin2B

From these it follows from definition,

~R±l = - cos26

(18)
~RC sin2$

The polarization angle of £+ with respect to same reflecting

plane is

g
+ = tt/2-B

Hence

,

^11 = cos2B
' ^c

= sin2B • ( 19 )

For any 6 according to law of conservation of energy,

mIl
)2 + mc

)2 = 1 * < 2 °)

From equations (6), (18), and (19), it follows that

"R
+ = cos2g + 1 sin2g

P l (21)
~R~ = -cos2 6 +

p-L
sin26
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Hence for the perfectly conducting plane the depolarization

equation obtained from (21) is

tan2B+Pl , {2 2)
P2 =

p 1
tan2 6-l

In case S
2 ^3,

P-^ (l-tan6tan62)+tanB+tang2 (23)
P
2

=
p^L

(tanB+tan62)+tan6tane
2
-l •
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DEPOLARIZATION DUE TO ONE DIMENSIONALITY;
GENTLY UNDULATING ROUGH SURFACE.

It is possible to obtain a relation between the expected

polarization and the slope distribution of a rough conducting

surface by defining polarization of the reflected wave as the

ratio
i

+ I 2 i-2
l

E 2l ~ E2 i

P 2 = —_ £-y . (1)

\4\ +
l

E 2l

Some of the results derived by Beckmann (6) based on Kirchhoff's

approximations have been used.

For the one dimensionally rough surface the scattering

coefficients are defined by

p
+

= E2/E20
(2)

P" = E2/E20

where E20 is the field reflected in the direction of

specular reflection (e 2=6i) by a smooth perfectly conducting

plane of the same dimensions under the same angle of incidence

at the same distance, when the incident wave is horizontally

polarized. Only those cases are considered where the reflected

wave is linearly polarized.

From (1) and (2),

Ip
+

1

2 - JP-|
2

P
2 "

,
+,2 2 (3)

IP I \P
I

The scattering coefficients are given by (Beckmann 6),

l+cos(6i+e2) 1 f
1

iv.r

2L

1+003(62+92) 1 r iv.r
P± =

-SeC6 l cose^cose, -2L-
J

S -dx+|l(Ll (4)

+ lsece^sine—

,

Where e
-
(L) = .

K(cos6 1+cose 2 )

+ "L
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8 = 85 » 9 = &i

+ + 2n r ~1

and vr = — (sin6
1
-sin6

2
)x- (cose. +cos6

2
) x, (x)

Substitution of (4) in (3) , yields to the first degree of

approximation .
, 7 2

e
+
(L) - le-(L) I

p = - - ! L (5)

2
|e
+ (L)|

2 + |e"(L)| 2

Thus the edge effect seems to play an important role in

depolarization of the incident wave, (Fung, et al... and

Hagfors ....).

Substitution of e+ (L) and e~ (L) in (5) yields,

.2 .2
in 6^ - sin

2 sin^02 + sin^e^

sin 6i - sin 6i

P = _— — • (6)

The scattered pattern of the reflected wave will depend on

the angle of incidence 6^ (Fig. 7) , the degree of roughness

apart from A of the incident wave. The reflecting surface

is assumed perfectly conducting. In the event the angle 81

and X are constant, the reflected pattern will depend fully

on the type of roughness. When the surface roughness is

assumed Gaussian then this pattern will be determined by the

limits of the slope variation of the surface.

With these considerations now 6
2

can be linked to the slope

of the scattering element in the following way

+ -*-*
k± = sin6 1 .ax +cos6 1

-azo . (7a)
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Unit vector normal to the surface element is given by,

+ Sx *ax +l»a Z(

^q .

(7b)

Now, cos6' 2
= k]_«n

^x.sine-i+cosei ,„ ,— ± i- (7c)

If be the angle between n and. 2 , then

1
cos 6 = 1 . n = /——j (7d)

1+5*
'x

sin2 (e2~ e
) - sin2 e 1

Hence, P? = =5
; 5

* sin'' (02~6) + sin-'e!

Where 0ll e 2~ e l± w/2

(8)

With, sin(62-6) = sine^cose-cosG^sine 2

sin2
(e'2 -e) = sin2ejcos 2

e +cos 2 ejsin2e-
sin 9

2
sin2e

and using above relations

Substitution of (9) in (8) gives,

[Ux
;-l}sine 1+2i;xcoseJ - (l+;|) 2 sin 2

e
1

.

g
.

Q

C

x-l)sin9^^coseJ
* + d+Cx ) sin 2

9
1

or

P2
= 4 ^xCQs29 1+2c x (c

2 -l)sin2e 1 (9b)

Q(CX+1) -cos291 (Cx-l) +2Sx (C 2-l)sin2e
1J
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For gently undulating surface, hence assuming cx is nor-

mally distributed with mean value 1; the average value of p2

is given by,

1

1+e
r

<P2>" /27T o
j

2 „. . n . 2
4cxcos2e 2+2cx (C x-l) sin(e 1 2) x

•2 j. i \ 2____o/v1
/ r 2_i \ 2

7

, , _
2"

[Ux+D 2 -cos28L(d-l) Z+2CxU?-lJ sin2ef]
1-e

Xexp-|t&§2* dCx
-

(10)

This is the final result, assuming the incident wave is

linearly polarized with Pi=o.
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DEPOLARIZATION DUE TO A LAYER OF RANDOM THICKNESS

The method of approach is to assume, first a horizon-

tally polarized component and calculate the horizontally

polarized component in the layer. Second component, (i,e)

the vertical component of the incident wave, will give

rise to a vertically polarized component in the layer.

The ratio of the vertical to the horizontal component of

the field in the layer gives the polarization in the layer.

This wave is then incident on the rough surface (by which

the layer is terminated) which is perfectly conducting and

the returned polarization is calculated. The returned

polarization is averaged over the slopes of the rough

bottom surface. Proper consideration is given to the trans-

mission of the reflected wave (Jc3 ) back into medium number

one.
-*_

Assume E is normal to the plane (Fig. 8) of incidence;
-_
E^ (the transmitted component into the layer) normal to the

incident plane is given by

g_ m
(2y 1k cos9 ) £+

(1)
* ulk cos8o+iioklcosei

k 1cose 1
= /k?-k£sin^e_ (2)J- J- X o o

The layer is assumed to be a dielectric. If, now e£

(in the plane of incidence) is incident on the layer. The

field due to this in the layer is

It =
2y lko

.
Z£ (3)

nKo+ ^oK i
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FIG. 8 SCATTERING GEOMETRY FOR A LAYER.

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (22).

FIG. 9 SCATTERING GEOMETRY FOR A LAYER.
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The ratio of (1) and (3) in the layer gives the polariza-

tion of the wave in the layer as

it / 2mk w2mk cose \ eJ , (4)
5— " \ Vlk +v k 1 '\\iik. cosd +v 'k.icos6i 27

** d kDenote P-. = gs? and pQ = ?**
El T?~

1

Now an electromagnetic wave with polarization p^ given

by (4) is incident on the rough termination and is scattered

in direction e 3 , 63 as shown in Fig. 9.

If '6' be the polarization angle (i,e) the angle con-

cluded by wave with polarization factor pi with the line- of Lin-

tersection of the incident wave front and the reflecting plane.

Then the polarization of the reflected plane wave is

given by

tan2B+pi
P
3

" p1tan2B-l
(5)

The two components of the reflected wave from the bottom

of the layer (horizontal and vertical) are E-, and E-j .

In figure 8,

e
4

= e
3

.
( 6)

The transmitted wave due to E3 into medium 1 is given

by

E4 = 2y„kc;COse4 (7)
M k5COs64+pik4COs65

where k4cos6 5 = /K 2.k 2 8in2 e4 ' (8)
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Similarly the transmitted wave due to E^ is given by

E+ = 2p°k5 Ei O)
4

M k5+y!k 4

k 3
- k 5

(10)

Hence polarization of the finally emerging wave in

medium 1 is given by the ratio of

E+ 2y k 5cos8 4 w 2Pok 5 » E3

P4 =
If

" % k 5cos64+y 1k 4cose5
yok 5 +.y 1k4 E3

(11)

After recognizing p3 = e\
, equation (11) gives,

/ 2p nk 5 v / 2u k 5cos84 \ 1
tan2B+Pl . (12)

P4 =U k 5+uik 4
/ V pok 5cose 4+y 1k 4cos0 5

/ \pitan2e-17

Denote,

2ulk
A =

B =

^lko+^ok l

2yik cos6

....

u-^kQCOs^Q+yQk^^cosei

2y k 5
C " yok 5

+vl
lk4

2p k5COs6 4
^ then

and D =
y k5Cose 4+y 1k 4 cos95

p A
= CD

tan2 6+A-B-p
(13)

4 A.Btan26-l

Now, 6 will be related to the roughness of the bottom

of the layer.

The equation for the perpendicular to a surface

<f>
f (x,y) , Z = o (mean value)
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is given by

vtf (X/yjz^d]
n =

17 £f (x,y)Z=oJ
(14)

or

n
(-?x> -ax+C-Cy) •a'y+l.a.

sx y

where

and

^x || -

3x

if

S =
ay

*

Unit vector normal to the plane of k^ and n is

rSxki
OF =

nxk-

The angle between OF* and OY-axis is B, hence,

sin02 -
C xcos62

cosB = "

^
2
r
+(sine 2 -?xcose 2 )

or tanS = *y

sine 2 -cxcose 2

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

In order not to complicate matters, assume narrow band-

width antennas and hence, take average values for 64*65

and 6 2

•

Hence,

P4 = C D
2tang+A.B.p (l-tan^e)

A.B.pQ . 2 tanS-(l-tan2
6)

where

tanS
«y

sin6 2 -cxcos6 2

(19)

(19a)
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After combining (19) and (19a)

,

2 2 2 . 2
2;y (sin02-CxCOs82)+A.B.po (sin 62+Cxcos e 2~^xsin2e 2"^y (20)

P j " L- • U • . — ii— .. i-- — ^mmt ! .ii— -.1—— ... — n il m^^mmm— i i
-— — ,.. -

A.B.pQ -2?y (sine2-Cxcose 2 )- (sin2 e2+?xcos2e2~ 2 ^xs ^ne 2cose 2~ cy)

Treat p. as a function of ex and ; and assume the proba-

bility density functions for these slopes as Gaussian and

given by

1 - 2

P(tx) = ==_ exp ( i*.—
)

^x x

PUy>
= TFr1 exp rc

* o ' (21)

y ^y

If now P(5X ) anc^ p (^y) are independent the average value

of P4 can be calculated as,

<Pa>
avg

I P 4 (Cx ,C
y
)d^.dC

y
.P(Cx ).P(Cy

).

Cx Cy < 22 >
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CROSS-POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF TARGET SURFACE PROPERTIES

I. Introduction.

A survey of the literature available on the polariza-

tion measurements indicate that no substantial results have

thus far been obtained. This is in part due to the fact

that extensive experimental investigations have not been

conducted. The investigations conducted so far were of the

following nature.

Two orthogonal polarizations were transmitted either

successively or simultaneously and the two reflected compon-

ents received simultaneously. From the results thus obtained,

some conclusions have been presented in regard to general ef-

ficiency of transmission, the fading due to rough surfaces and

noise figures; in case of the two transmitted polarizations

(for example, Gent, etal, 22). Another class of experiments

reported present the dependence of radar cross section area

of the transmitted polarization. This type of investigation

has in most of the cases, been reported with respect to sea

echoes, (for example, Long, 38). Some experiments were, of

course, conducted to measure depolarization from certain

class of terrains (for example, Kessler, etal, 1943), but due

to insufficient data, no general conclusions could be drawn

(Kerr (ed) ,36) . However, recently (Hagfor's, 25) depolariza-

tion measurements have been applied to signals reflected from

the Moon.

In order to use cross-polarization measurements for

predicting surface properties of rough layers, a series of

experiments was performed. Measurements of Ec and Ed

(subscripts c, and d, stand for cross and direct sense of
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FIG. 11. PHOTO OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET UP.
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FIG. 12. PHOTO OF TARGET
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polarization as referred to the incident wave polarization)

.

The incident wave was a vertically polarized linear wave.

Three target models were chosen for investigation. The

target models were layers of random thickness with a Gaussian

distribution of the surface. Measurements of the cross-

polarization factor were obtained for various directions of

the incident wave and for various scattering angles and

ranges.

The cross-polarization measurements indicate that for

a particular type of roughness it is possible to predict

the dielectric constant of the surface of reflection for a

particular type of material of the layer. The dependence

of average cross-polarization factor <D> on the standard

deviation of the surface slope distribution is also indi-

cated. This type of investigation is expected to aid in

the radar exploration of rough surfaces.

II. Equipment.

The equipment used to obtain the average cross-polar-

ization is shown in Figure 10. Two antennas were used and

thus the isolation between the transmitter and receiver was

increased. The antennas used are DBG-520*, 20 db gain, 15°

beam width horns. The receiver was a R-111/APR-5A microwave

superheterodyne receiver. The input to the receiver was

tuned by a stub tuner to provide proper match. Both horns

were also tuned using DBE 919 variable stub tuners to reduce

reflections. A Varian Associates 6312 Klystron was used as

the signal source.
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In order to reduce signal variations the system stability

was thoroughly checked. The possible sources of signal fluc-

tuations are

a. fluctuation in the transmitted signal,

b. variation in transmitter and local ocsillator

frequency,

c. variation in gain of receiver and video amplifier,

d. motion of transmitter, receiver, target due to

winds,

e. receiption from some other sources.

However, none of these proved to be significant in this case.

The source 'd' was almost eliminated by fixing the target

rigidly and taking readings during the periods of minimum

wind speed.

The amplitude stability was quite good during repeated

tests which were performed on the equipment. From experi-

mental observations it was seen that the system losses do not

exceed more than 2 db.

Experimental Parameters

Operating frequency 10.02 KMC/S.

Antenna gain 20.0 db.

Polarization transmitted Vertical

Polarization received Vertical and
horizontal

Pulse repetition frequency 1000.0 C/S.

Standing wave indicator bandwidth 4 C/S.

*DeMornay-Bonardi

.
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The receiving antenna was mounted in such a way as to

receive either horizontal or vertical polarization. The

whole assembly could be moved with relative ease to measure

the field at any point (Figure 11). The target chosen

was circular 4 feet diameter disc which could be revolved

through 360 degrees. On the disc were blocks of wood whose

angles are specified as a Gaussian distribution (1) having
o

45 mean (Fig. 18). The apex angle of the pyramid varies

from 20° to 70° in 5° steps. The second target was also of

wood but the distribution of the slope was changed (Fig. 18,

j(2)and Fig. 12) .

The third target was made with styrofoam and was

identical to that of wood of distribution as in (1) Tig. 18.

The layer thickness was minimum 10 cms. and maximum about

20 cms.

The experiment was performed on the roof of Seaton

Hall in order to avoid multiple reflections. A Hewlett-

Packard standing wave indicator was used to observe the

received electric field strength. The difference between

the horizontal and vertical field strengths (in dbs) gave

a measure of cross-polarization (in dbs) directly. This

method of measurement reduced the noise level considerably.

The standing wave indicator is tuned to 1000.0 C/S.
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III. Measurement Procedure.

In order to get various slope distributions with respect

to the incident wave, the target was rotated in 10 degree

steps. Thus, at a particular point in the scattering region

thirty-six readings of Ec and E<j were recorded corresponding

to the orientations of the target. The transmitter was

aligned in such a fashion as to illuminate the target at the

center point. The transmitter distance DT was chosen as 10

feet so that the target was in far field region. The minimum

receiver distance DR was 10 feet. At any particular point

say DT = 10 feet, DR - 10 feet, &1 = e2 = 30°, the average

cross-polarization factor <D> was calculated from the group

of thirty-six readings. The average value of cross-polariza-

tion factor was plotted (Figs 13,14); with Q 2 or DR as a

parameter; the length of the line gives the standard devia-

tion of the group.

The measurement procedure was repeated for obtaining

the data in the following manner.

(a) The transmitter was kept at a fixed angle 01 = 30° and

DT 10' and the distance DR was variad for Wood I (with

statistics shown in Fig. 18 ) and resulting <D> versus 02.

was obtained.

(b) For DT m dr - 10 ; graphs of <D> versus 2 were obtained

for ©! = o°, 30°, and 45° with the target as Wood I, Wood II,

and styrofoam.

(c) In order to text consistancy the experiment was repeated

for the case where DR = DT = 10
' and 6! = 30°. The target

chosen for this was Wood I, (Fig. 14).
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(d) In order to obtain <D> versus distance of the receiver

DR , the experiment was performed with DT 10', 83^ = 0° and

62 = 5°, (Fig. 14b).

In all the above cases, the height of the transmitter

and receiver were the same and thus, 83 was zero in all these

cases.
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IV. Discussion of the Results of Cross-Polarization Measure-

ments.

In the case of wood I (with statistics shown in Fig. 18)

the <D> (averaged over different target orientations) vs 6 2

(Fig. 13) for 8^ = 0° shows that values of <D> are scattered

around 0.45. The same graph drawn for 01 = 30°, 45 shows

that <D> vs 62 fits a parabolic variation. The maximum value

of <D> is seen to scatter around 2 = 45 . The average value

of <D> scatters around 0.45 in these cases. The graphs indi-

cate that when 0^ is increased <D> is increased in a particu-

lar direction. For 2 more than 75° the power scattered was

considerably less and hence measurements could not be con-

ducted.

For the case of Wood II (statistics shown in Fig. 18
)

<D> vs 2 curves (Fig. 15 ) show that the value of <D> is in

general decreased compared with Wood I. Wood I and Wood II

targets are made of the same wood but with difference in

surface statistics. The decrease in <D> in this case is

expected because the number of blocks with smaller angle of

cut has been increased. From the graphs it is also seen that

for the case of Wood II the value of <D> does not increase

as much as in the case of Wood I when Oj^is increased.

The value of <D> does not increase considerably when

the range <D>is increased. The value of <D> still remains

in the vicinity of 0.5 for 01 - 30°, (Fig. 14).

In the case of styrofoam the (Fig. 16) statistics was the

same as in the case of Wood I but the value of <D> is seen

to scatter around 0.18. The variation of <D> with ©i is also

pronounced.
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From the nature of <D> vs 02 graphs for Wood I and

6o
styrofoara it seems reasonable to have a graph of <D>

vs e , the dielectric constant of the target at 3 cm

wavelength, <D> * denotes here the value of <D>

averaged over 02 CFig.l7a,b). This graph indicates that for

the same statistics Wood I (e * 3.2) has greater <D> 2

compared to styrofoam (e = 10 3) . Based on this result,

possibly a distinction can be made between different tar-

gets on the basis of <D> 2
.

For Wood II, the graphs (Fig.l7a,b) are shown slightly

shifted only to avoid overlapping of the graphs for

Wood I and Wood II. From the graph it is seen that the

value of <D> 2, for wood n is less than for Wood I.

This is expected because of the distribution of the sur-

face roughness. This shows that for the same target the

surface properties can be distinguished on the basis of
0-5

<D> * measurements.
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CONCLUSION.

The depolarized return from a statistically rough

surface is dependent on the roughness parameters of the

surface. In case of a perfectly conducting rough surface

the average cross-polarization factor is believed to con-

tain information about the roughness parameters of the

surface. In the case of a layer terminated by a rough

conducting interface, which has been considered for theo-

retical calculation, it is seen that the average cross-

polarization factor can be calculated if the layer electric

properties and probability density of the slopes of the

rough interface are known.

From the theoretical expressions derived for the

case of a layer it is difficult to recognize the part

played by the different parameters involved in the average

cross-polarization factor <D> . Thus, an experimental

approach was envisaged.

For the target model chosen (Wood I) the average

cross-polarization factor was about 0.46. This value of

<D> is justified for the following reasons.

(a) An unrealistic model with mean slopes as 45°.

This was so chosen in order that <D> would be large and

hence, insure ease of measurement.

(b) The use of wood insured a larger degree of

depolarization (Kerr, 1964). After the change of statis-

tics the value of <D> is reduced, this is in consistency

with theoretical calculations because the target chosen
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(Wood II) for this case had lesser slopes of 45°. This makes

it possible to conclude that <D> can give indication as to the

roughness of the layer, keeping other parameters constant.

The target made of styrofoam had identical statistics as

Wood I. The <D> for this case was 0.18. Thus, the measure-

ments of <D> indicate that <D> is dependent upon the dielec-

tric properties of the target. <D> , for the same statistics

of the surface roughness, is lesser for the target with less e

Evans and Pettengill (19) reported the percentage polar-

ization of Moon echoes, this when averaged over the pulse

gives approximately 50% of depolarization caused by ths sur-

face of the Moon. Recently, Hagfor's (24) reported a depo-

larization of about 60% for the Moon echoes. Further, Hag-

for's concludes that Moon's surface will have the dielectric

constant of about 2.6. These investigations when compared

with the experimental observations reported herein show a

marked agreement.

When this investigation will be conducted on various

target models, it is believed that the results will aid in

the better prediction of the dielectric properties of the

surface of the Moon, and Mars. This type of investigation

seems to be attempted for the first time.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

The problem of depolarization of electromagnetic waves

when reflected by rough surfaces has not been attacked ser-

iously thus far. After using the Kirchoff approximations

the computed results are quite elaborate. This hinders from

forming definite conclusions as to the effect of various

parameters on the depolarized return. However, by using a

statistical approach it is possible to reach at some compact

results. Furthermore, these results can be processed on a

high speed digital computer. It might thus be possible to

approach the problem theoretically.

Meanwhile, various models can be prepared and experi-

mental investigations carried on. The models selected should

be mostly simulations of the targets encountered in actual

radar explorations,, The materials of the targets may be

varied and cross-polarization measurements made with variable

frequency signals. The target statistics can be made variable

and average cross-polarization factor <D> can be recorded for

various angles of incidence. A complete set of such experi-

ments when performed with care, most probably, will yield a

workable 'Depolarization Criterion' enabling one to determine

the surface properties (both statistical and electrical) of

the surface of reflection from the knowledge of the distri-

bution of <D> in a particular direction.

The present measurements on depolarization are confined

to either power measurements of same sense polarized and

cross polarized components of the reflected electric field or
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the ratio of these two components. However, it seems the in-

dividual pulse shapes in these two components might also have

a close dependence on the electric properties of a layered

medium. Thus for the multilayer problem the pulse deformation

in these two components of electric field might yield some

information about the layers if the data is carefully inter-

preted. Thus, an intensive experimental approach to the prob-

lem of depolarization seems to be worthwhile.
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ABSTRACT

For the radar exploration of the surface properties of a

target, such as the Moon, cross-polarization technique is

developed. Assuming a Gaussian distribution for the surface

slopes, an expression is derived in case of a layer with random

thickness which shows that the depolarization factor depends

on the dielectric properties of the medium, the slope structure

of the rough interface , the wave length and the angle of inci-

dence. Due to the complexity of this expression emphasis was

placed on the experimental observations.

The experimental investigations were conducted on a target

model with Gaussian surface structure. The following results

were obtained

:

(a) graphs of <D> versus 82 for targets with identical

statistics but different dielectric constants

(b) graphs of <D> versus e, with layer statistics as a

parameter; these were drawn after averaging <D > over

(c) the dependence of <D> on 81 and range

The experimental results indicate that for a particular type

of the target statistics cross-polarization factor can be used to

identify the dielectric constant of the surface of reflection.


